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INTRODUCTION
Very small Alpine glaciers represent important natural heritage. In addition, they are also important for studying climate change (e.g., Nadbath, 1999; Pavšek, 2007; Erhartič and Polajnar Horvat, 2010) . Methods for monitoring their changes developed from the first measurements carried out using a tape measure to the latest performed by geodetic and geophysics methods (Triglav Čekada et al., 2012) . In the last few decades, different remote sensing methods like photogrammetric and satellite images and laser scanning have been also used for these purposes (Gabrovec et al., 2013) . This paper focuses on processing archive images of glaciers for studying their evolution in time. The oldest available images from the end of the nineteenth century show three glaciers in the Julian Alps: the Triglav glacier and the two Canin glaciers, known as the Eastern Canin glacier and the Western Canin glacier. Besides these also Ursic glacier and Prestreljenik glacier are accounted under the name Canin glaciers (Figure 1 ). Three of them (Western Canin, Eastern Canin and Ursic) were jointed into a single glacier during the Little Ice Age (LIA). In the mid-1980s there were a total of eight very small glaciers in the Julian Alps (Serandrei Barbero, 2001) : in addition to the four Canin glaciers and the Triglav glacier, there were also three small glaciers in the sector of Mount Montasio known as Eastern, Western and Minor Montasio glaciers. For translation of these names in different languages see Table  1 . Among these, only the Eastern and the Western Canin glaciers and the Western Montasio glacier can still be classified as very small glaciers (or glacierets) in the Western Julian Alps today, whereas the others can be described only as occasional snowfields (Serandrei Barbero et al., 1989; Serandrei Barbero, 2001 ).
The glacier remnants between Mount Canin and Mount Prestreljenik were showing the typical flow characteristics of true glaciers in the past. Still in 1976, some likely transverse crevasses were visible on the Prestreljenik glacier as shown in Figure 2 , where a part of the aerial image, produced in the scope of the special aerial photogrammetric measurements of Slovenia in that year, is presented (the national border is just 100 m away). Because this glacier has always been smaller than the two glaciers below Mount Canin, it can be concluded that its two larger neighbors were also moving at that time.
will be followed by processing amateur archive images of the Canin and Triglav glaciers, and finally the comparison of the results will be given. 
GLACIERS IN THE JULIAN ALPS
The glaciers in the Italian part of the Julian Alps represent only a small part of the glaciers in Italy. The last aerial photogrammetric inventory of the Italian glaciers was made in 1988 and 1989 presenting 787 glaciers larger than 5 ha. They covered more than 474 km 2 , which accounts for approximately 20% of all glaciers in the Alps. The members of the Italian Glaciology Committee (Ital. Comitato Glaciologico Italiano) regularly monitor approximately 150 glaciers in terms of their glacier terminus retreat from ground control points. In addition, they also perform snow/firn/ice density measurements in dedicated snow pits on some of the largest glaciers, in order to determine their mass balance (Serandrei Barbero et al., 1999; Baroni, 2012) . Table 1 compares the area of glaciers in the Julian Alps and their mean elevation in 1985. For a comparison also the Skuta glacier (Pavšek, 2007) , a similar glacier in the Kamnik-Savinja Alps (Slovenia), is reported. The table shows that the Canin glaciers have the largest area among the glaciers in the Julian Alps and that they lie approximately 200 m lower than the Triglav glacier. This is probably connected to local climate factors. Even though the distance between mountain peaks of Triglav and Canin is only approximately 30 km, the precipitation in the southern and western parts of the Julian Alps, and especially in the Canin area, is greater than in the central part of the mountain The Canin glaciers can be found in older Slovenian geographic literature because they are located near the Slovenian-Italian border. Melik (1954, 304) Melik (1954) cites Italian works from the 1920s; for example Desio (1927) . Interestingly, the areas of the glaciers are not significantly larger than those mentioned by Serandrei Barbero et al. (1989) for year 1985 (Table 1) .
In Austrian literature, the Canin, Montasio, and Triglav glaciers are discussed by Tintor (1993) . With regard to the size of the Canin glaciers in 1908, he cites Marinelli (1909) , who reports that the area of the Western Canin glacier was 30 ha and the Eastern Canin glacier 13 ha. Additionally Tintor (1993) determined the area in 1950 based on Italian topographic maps (Carta d'Italia 1:25,000): 21.2 ha for the Western Canin glacier and 10.6 ha for the Eastern Canin glacier. With regard to the areas in the early 1960s, he cites Messerli (1967, 178) , according to whom the area of the Western Canin glacier decreased to 9 ha and the area of the Eastern Canin glacier was 9.5 ha.
The Canin glacier is also mentioned in older editions of the journal Planinski vestnik (Slovenian Mountaineering Journal); a 1954 issue mentions its crevasses (Prešern, 1954, 243) , and an issue published a year later mentions it as "wide" (Lipovšek, 1955, 102) . Julius Kugy (1968, 176) (Kugy, 1968, 200-201) .
MEASUREMENTS OF THE CANIN GLACIERS
The first measurements of the Western Canin glacier date back to 1880; they were carried out by Giacomo Savorgnan di Brazzà with the assistance of the local guide Antonio Siega. The measurements were performed only occasionally and not every year. The first series of annual measurements of the Eastern and the Western Canin glaciers, which highlighted glacier terminus retreats from the control points using a tape measure, were performed from 1893 to 1909 by Giovanni and Olinto Marinelli (Marinelli, 1909; Serandrei Barbero, 2001 ). Geographer Olinto Marinelli performed a terrestrial photogrammetric measurement of the Eastern and Western Canin glaciers and the Ursic glacier as early as 1908 in order to determine the elevation of the snow line and to assess the thickness and age of the glaciers. Marinelli performed the terrestrial photogrammetric measurement using the Finsterwalder phototheodolite (Marinelli, 1909) , which employed 12 cm × 16 cm glass plates. This instrument was a predecessor of the more widely used TAF (Ger. Terrestrische Ausrüstung Finsterwalder), a light terrestrial photo-theodolite that was produced approximately a decade later by the Carl Zeiss Jena (Germany). It was used for studying various glaciers and for high-mountain cartography performed by the Cartographic sections of mountaineering societies (Brunner & Welsch, 2002; Kaufmann, 2012) . Marinelli used photogrammetric measurements of September 1908 for mapping the glacier at a scale of 1:25,000 ( Figure 5 ). Interestingly, Marinelli wondered as early as 1909 whether the glaciers would soon completely disappear because his measurements, spanning fifteen years, showed a rapid glacier retreat (Marinelli, 1909) .
In 1910 and 1911, Giovanni Battista De Gàsperi conducted measurements on the Ursic glacier in order to determine the speed of its retreat. He placed some control points in the form of signals (measurement points) on the glacier's surface. Unfortunately, De Gàsperi fell in the First World War, and by the time the annual measurements on the Canin glaciers resumed (in 1920), his measurement points had already disappeared (Serandrei Barbero, 2001 ).
In 1920, annual measurements of the Canin glaciers retreat by using a tape measure resumed, and have been performed fairly uninterruptedly ever since. Today's measurements take place under the supervision Thus, since 1920, the retreat of the Canin glaciers has been regularly monitored based on the glacier terminus retreat from fixed control points. The same nine control points on the Western Canin glacier, and the same seven on the Eastern Canin glacier have been always used (Serandrei Barbero et al., 1989) . These measurements are used to monitor the retreat of the Canin glaciers and to study the influence of different climate parameters on it. Serandrei Barbero et al. (1989) determined a two-year glacier response time to changes in climate factors between 1921 and 1989. They highlighted the fact that the most important parameter affecting the retreat of Canin glaciers is the change in summer temperature and in part also the maximum depth of the snow cover in winter. The maximum depth of the snow cover in June is also a very important parameter for the retreat of the Triglav glacier between 1976 and 2011 (Triglav Čekada and Gabrovec, 2013) .
In the past few years, more detailed geodetic and geophysical measurements have been performed on the Canin glaciers in order to study their mass balance and their thickness as part of the projects "Cryosphere of Friuli Venezia Giulia" (Ital. Progetto criosfera FVG), MONICA (MONitoring of Ice within Caves) and Climaparks, which are being carried out by the Department of Mathematics and Geosciences of the University of Trieste, the Department of Earth System Science and Environmental Technologies (ISMAR-CNR Trieste), the Department of Theoretical and Applied Science of Insubria University and the Regional Julian Prealps Nature Park (Ital. Parco Naturale Regionale delle Prealpi Giulie). Selected findings of these projects are presented in Colucci et al. (2011; and Forte et al. (2012; .
The first aerial laser scanning of the Canin glaciers was performed as part of the regional laser scanning of Friuli Venezia Giulia, which was performed between 2006 and 2009. The first detailed aerial laser measurements (using laser scanning and aerial photography simultaneously) intended for studying the Eastern Canin glacier and the Western Canin glacier were performed on 29 September 2011. The latter, used in this work, has been commissioned by the Friuli Venezia Giulia Meteorological Association (Ital. Unione Meteorologica del Friuli Venezia Giulia). The scanning was performed with a density of 4 points/ m² and a 1,047 nm wavelength laser scanner. Based on this, a 1 m × 1 m grid digital terrain model (DTM) was produced, which was also used in this study.
On 4 October 2011, only a few days after the aerial laser scanning, the first ground penetrating radar (GPR) measurements of ice and snow thickness were conducted on the Eastern Canin glacier, using a 250 MHz shielded antenna (Forte et al., 2012) . In June 2012, the same GPR measurements were also performed on the east side of the Western Canin glacier. In addition, reference points were determined through global navigation satellite system (GNSS) measurements for the purposes of GPR measurements
positioning. However, due to the difficulty of performing GNSS measurements under the steep north walls of Mount Canin and Mount Ursic (the measurements are not sufficiently accurate due to the poor visibility of satellites), the GPR measurements were spatially positioned using a traditional tachymetric survey based on the GNSS reference points. GPR measurements and aerial laser scanning measurements were used to determine, among others, thickness and the glacier's volume. Dedicated snow pits were used to determine the average density of the glacial body, a basic information for a correct mass balance computation (Forte et al., 2013) .
PROCESSING ARCHIVAL DATA

Interactive orientation method
The boundaries of the Canin and the Triglav glaciers were measured from the archival images by applying the method of DTM-based absolute orientation of images. This is a monoplotting method that makes it possible to obtain 3D-data from a single image. It is based on seeking the best-fitting projection of DTM points onto the image, in which the parameters of the external image orientation (three coordinates of the camera's projection center, three rotation angles, and the scale of the projected model) are determined through a visual search for the best fit. This method is interactive and requires that the operator knows the details on the image very well in order to derive best fit of the image to the DTM projection. In analyzing archival images of glaciers, it is assumed that the surface below the glacier did not significantly change between the time when the image was taken and the time when the basic data were measured for producing the DTM. Therefore, a past boundary of the glacier can be displayed on the current DTM (Triglav Čekada et al., 2011) . This makes it possible to determine the glaciers size even from old images. This assumption has also been confirmed for the Canin and Triglav glaciers because no major geomorphic changes (e.g., rockfalls) have been recorded in the close surroundings of these glaciers in the past 120 years, and minor movements can be overlooked.
The interactive orientation procedure is also based on the assumption that the image is in the central projection and that all of the errors (especially any distortions) have been removed. Unfortunately, if very old images are used (older than 100 years), no information on the distortion is available. Old images of glaciers have another weakness: they show areas with no manmade elements in the landscape (roads and paths) that could be used to estimate the distortion of the image.
To avoid old image problems we tried to obtain the best fit between the image and the DTM projection ( Figure 3a ) based on the known approximate location of the camera (accurate on approximately 500 m). In the majority of cases this was not sufficient, especially in studying the details on the edges of the images, where the greatest errors are generally expected, and so we also took into account corrections due to radial distortion in DTM projection onto the image (Figure 3b ). The central projection equations with added corrections due to radial distortion were used for the projection. The radial distortion parameters were interactively changed. Thus the distortion corrections were not used for prior resampling of images into a central projection without distortions, as was done in the case of the panoramic Horizont images used in analyzing the Triglav glacier (Triglav Čekada and Gabrovec, 2013) . The accuracy of the method itself is described in detail in Triglav Čekada et al. (2011) . Figure 3 : Results of the interactive orientation of the Canin glacier on the right side of an 1893 photo (photo: Arturo Ferrucci (Marinelli, 1910) ). DTM projection is shaded from white to black according to the distance from the camera location. DTM projection: a) with radial distortion b) with radial distortion removed.
Aerial laser scanning data on the Mount Canin and the Mount Triglav
The success of the interactive orientation method depends strongly on the resolution of the DTM used. A 1 m × 1 m grid DTM based on aerial laser scanning data was used to analyze all three glaciers. The aerial laser scanning data on the Canin Massif show only the area of the Eastern Canin glacier and the Western Canin glacier and are provided in the Italian Gauss-Boaga coordinate system; the scanning was performed at the end of the 2011 melting season. The previous winters had abundant snow, thus from these data the real extent of glacier ice is not assessable.
The aerial lasers scanning data of the Mount Triglav are provided in the Slovenian Gauss-Krüger coordinate system (D48). Aerial laser scanning was performed on 18 September 2012 with a 1,550 nm wavelength. The average density of laser points was 8 points/m². The scanning took place at the end of the melt season, after a previous winter without abundant snow cover. Just a few days before the scanning the first autumn snow fell, hiding the real extent of the glacier at the end of melting season.
RESULTS
The main motivation for comparing the Canin and Triglav glaciers was provided by two photos (Figure 4 ) published in the Slovenian edition of Kugy's 1968 book Iz življenja gornika (Ger. original Aus dem Leben eines Bergsteigers). Unfortunately, the photos do not indicate neither the year nor season in which they were taken. Figure 4a shows both Canin glaciers connected together, with the Western Canin glacier and its snowfields covering 31.2 ha and the Eastern glacier covering 11.5 ha. 
The Canin glaciers after 1893
As already mentioned above, we georeferenced the photogrammetric map of the Canin glaciers produced by Marinelli in 1908 ( Figure 5 ). The break lines between the ridges are clearly visible on the map, which makes it possible to position the map in the area using shaded aerial laser scanning DTM. We only had to change the map scale so that it fits perfectly with the DTM in the Gauss-Boaga coordinate system. We used the map as a reference for completing the details that were not visible on the archival photos. After georeferencing, we again measured the areas of the Eastern and the Western Canin glaciers from the 1908 map (Table 2) , which matched the areas defined by Marinelli (1909) : 30 ha for the West Canin glacier and 13 ha for the Eastern Canin glacier. Marinelli's 1908 map of the Canin glaciers produced using terrestrial photogrammetric measurements (Marinelli, 1909) .
One of the oldest photos of the Canin glaciers ( Figure 6 We also took radial distortion into account in the interactive orientation of both photos ( Figure 3 ). This has the greatest effect on the western part of the Western Canin glacier because, if the distortion is not taken into account in the 1893 photo, the size of this part is 2 ha smaller. Another problem with determining the total size of the glacier between 1893 and 2011 is that the majority of the Western Canin glacier and the eastern part of the Eastern Canin glacier are hidden behind the ridge of Mount Ursic. The overall size of Western Canin glacier in 1893 can be determined by assuming that the glacier's upper boundary was approximately at the same elevation, or that the difference in elevation of the glacier's upper boundary between 1893 and 1908 remained approximately the same along its entire upper boundary. In 1893, the upper boundary was at least 20 m higher than in 1908, as indicated on Marinelli's map ( Figure 7 ). In this case it is reasonable to approximate the section of the glaciers that is not visible on the 1893 photo, with the boundary measured in 1908. Thus, we obtain the most probable glacier area of 1893 (Table 2) . Without this assumption, the area of the Western Canin glacier would be 4.5 ha smaller, and that one of the Eastern Canin glacier would be 6.5 ha smaller. show the largest, eastern part of the Western Canin glacier. The glacial remnants that are visible cover a total area of 1.3 ha. The easternmost part of the Eastern Canin glacier is also hidden, and so Figure  6 below also makes it impossible to see and measure the entire glacier; the visible area of ice covers 1.2 ha (Table 2 ). Figure 4a . Fortunately, the Canin glaciers are not located on the edge of the photo and so we did not have problems with radial distortion. Due to the shadows that the summits cast on the glaciers, it was fairly difficult to determine the glaciers' upper boundary. We first measured the sun-exposed parts of the glaciers and then used the slight changes in the gray color to determine the glaciers' upper boundary. Based on the differences in the gray, we could identify, at least to a certain extent, two upper boundaries: the actual upper boundary and the former one, which is clearly Figure 6 below. The difference can easily be identified on the Ursic glacier in the lower corner of the enlarged photo in Figure 8 . In parts where we were able to determine the upper glacier boundary to a satisfactory degree of accuracy, the upper boundary matches the upper boundary of 1908 ( Figure 9 ). Therefore, when taking the entire length of the glacier boundary of Figure 8 into account, we assumed that the upper boundary matches the one of 1908. The area of the sun-exposed part of the Eastern Canin glacier is 8.4 ha, and the one of the Western Canin glacier is 18.3 ha. When the shaded part of the glacier is added, the area of the Eastern Canin glacier increases by 1.7 ha and the one of Western Canin glacier by 4.1 ha. As in the 1893 photo ( Figure 6 above), parts of both glaciers on Figure 8 are hidden behind the slopes of Mount Ursic. Based on the above assumption, that the upper boundary matches the one from 1908, we approximated the parts of the glaciers not visible in the photo (Figure 8 ). In this way we obtained the final areas presented in Table 2 . It is clearly evident that the important shrinking phase occurred after 1908, which is already indicated by their lower boundary on Figure 9 . The lower boundary have a similar shape as in 1908, but its horizontal retreat is equal to about 20 to 40 m. The interactive orientation of Di Colbertaldo's photo of the Western Canin glacier from 1957 ( Figure  10 ; Di Colbertaldo, 1959) was quite challenging. The photo shows a very small section of the north face of Mount Canin, where only a few relief forms (rifts and various discontinuities in the rock) can be used for accurate photo orientation. The photo was taken in front of the Western Canin glacier. The final result of the interactive orientation relies on the presentation of six rifts on Mount Canin face and the overall appearance of the relief in the front of the photo (Figure 10 ). After a relatively good fit was achieved, we also made some radial distortion corrections to better match the DTM with the photo. Due to poor orientation, the two boundaries from 1957 and 1970 of the major part of the Western Canin glacier ( Figure 11 ) were moved in an east-west direction by 20 to 40 m. Unfortunately, Figure 10 does not show all of the Western Canin glacier, its easternmost and lower parts are missing. When extracting its area, we had to take into account two colors of snow: white snow covers the exposed glacier and darker snow, which is clearly visible in the front of the photo, is snow/firn from the previous winters. The darker snow from the previous winters also connects two white patches labeled 4 in Figure 10 . Because the year 1957 is approximately midway between 1908 and 2011, for which the most reliable data on the overall glacier sizes are available, we were unable to enlarge the glacier through approximation. shows a total of 7.6 ha, and the larger remaining part of the Western Canin glacier labeled 1 in Figure  10 covers 5 ha ( Table 2 ). The part labeled 2 in Figure 10 covers 1.4 ha, and the other numbered parts cover approximately 0.5 ha. Parts 2 and 3 are partly hidden behind the relief and so they had to be larger in reality. Hence, Di Colbertaldo's photo shows the minimum size of the glacier during the 1950s. This also agrees with Messerli's report (1967) that at the beginning of the 1960s the Eastern and the Western Canin glaciers covered approximately 9.0 ha each. The photos in Figure 12 show the Canin glaciers during the 1970s (probably in 1976). The photos were most likely taken at the same time. The top photo shows all of the Western Canin glacier and the bottom one shows additional parts of the Eastern Canin glacier, which is hidden behind the relief in the top photo. Unfortunately, the bottom photo does not show all of the Eastern Canin glacier; part of it is hidden behind Mount Ursic. In this case, we again used an approximation for the Eastern Canin glacier, as we encountered the same problem as with the photo taken before 1934 ( Figure 8) ; the upper glacier
boundaries are hidden by shade, which makes it more difficult to interpret, but still not as difficult as in Figure 8 . Figure 11 shows only the major central parts of the glaciers; we did not draw individual smaller snowfields under Carnizza Peak (Ital. Picco di Carnizza, Slo. Vrh Krnice) visible in the top photo of Figure 12 because they are mostly smaller than 0.4 ha. The determined areas of the Eastern and the Western Canin glaciers were 5.1 ha and 10.1 ha, respectively. The total area of the Eastern Canin glacier is obtained by approximating the lower glacier boundary to the contour line. In this way, the medium-gray section in Figure 11 marked 1970+ covering 0.4 ha can be added to the basic area. Being even more optimistic, by drawing the lower boundary along the contour line to which the lower glacier boundary extends in the lower photo in Figure 11 marked 1970++, the glacier area is increased by a further 0.9 ha. Both approximations add a total of 1.3 ha to the Eastern Canin glacier. Table 2 The glaciers sizes in 2000 and 2011 were determined using images produced as part of the cyclical aerial photogrammetric measurements of Slovenia 1 (CAS) conducted by the Slovenian Surveying and Mapping Authority (GURS, 2013) . The CAS images were used to produce orthophotos covering an area that extends 250 m across the Slovenian border and therefore the two glaciers are not included in them. However, they are included on the original CAS photos. Because the Canin glaciers can be found on the CAS photos only occasionally and mostly on the last image, a stereo pair is often not available. Therefore, we also oriented these individual images through the method of interactive orientation with aerial laser scanning DTM. However, this time the summits and ridges were used as the main orientation and not as previously the relief forms in the mountain walls ( Figure 13 ). a b The two CAS images do not enable a good photo-interpretation. The parts of glaciers hidden in the shade of the mountain ridges are clearly visible, but the parts out in the open are overexposed and so it is very difficult to distinguish snow from talus. Therefore, we first edited the two images; specifically, we increased the contrast in the overexposed sections ( Figure 13 ). An additional problem concerning interpretation is that the remnants of the Canin glaciers are often covered by debris (detail in Figure 13b ). Thus it is difficult to distinguish between the glacial remnants and the rock slope. This is especially true for the CAS 2000 images, in which the glaciers were completely snow uncovered. The 1.7 ha eastern part of the Eastern Canin glacier labeled 4 in Figure 14 is heavily covered by debris. In the upper part of this section ice/snow can still be identified, but it is impossible to determine its lower boundary. We interpreted the image by relying on what we knew about this area. We were able to identify other sections, such as the part of the Eastern Canin glacier labeled 3 in Figure 14 , relatively easily because they largely lay in the shadow (this section covers 0.5 ha). The largest sections of the Eastern Canin glacier have a total area of 2.2 ha. The four smaller remnants, each covering less than 0.2 ha, add another 0.5 ha to the overall glacier area. The total area of the Eastern Canin glacier provided in Table 2 is thus 2.7 ha. The eastern part of the Western Canin glacier (labeled 2 in Figure 14 ) covers 2.4 ha and its largest neighbour (labeled 1) covers 2.5 ha. Adding the five small parts, each covering less than 0.3 ha, total area of the West Canin glacier is 5.9 ha.
The CAS image made in 2000 shows the minimum area of completely uncovered glaciers, whereas the 2011 image (both the 2000 and the 2011 image were taken on 18 August) shows a completely snow-covered glacier. On 29 September 2011 (labeled LIDAR2011 in Figure 14 ) most of the glaciers remained still covered by snow. Table 2 shows the areas of the Eastern and the Western Canin glaciers including the snow-covered sections measured from the CAS and aerial laser scanning. In mid -August 2011 the largest section of West Canin glacier (labeled 2) covered 4.7 ha; it is not visible in the photo taken in early September, and at the end of September it covered 3.6 ha. The second-largest section (labeled 1) covered 3.0 ha in August, only 0.6 ha in early September, and 2.3 ha at the end of September. This unusual increase in size is connected to the fact that part of the glaciers in Figure 6 below is hidden behind the terrain. While processing the data obtained from CAS images, we realized that small errors in the interactive orientation can quickly lead to 20 to 40 m differences in the glacier location, especially in the east-west direction. We rectified these problems before displaying the information. 
Triglav Glacier between 1897 and 1976
We used the same image processing method for the old images of the Triglav glacier. It makes sense to compare the Canin and the Triglav glaciers because the images used were taken at approximately the same time. The oldest boundary determination is based on a color postcard from or even before 1897 (Figure 15a ), previously published in Triglav Čekada and Gabrovec (2008, 509) . The photo of the Triglav glacier was taken approximately from the direction of Mount Begunjski vrh. Unfortunately, the lower section of the glacier under the hump Glava (Eng. Head) is hidden behind the relief in the front of the photo, which makes it impossible to directly measure the entire glacier area. However, as with the Canin glaciers, its area can be measured based on the contour line of its lower boundary visible in the lower right corner of the photo. Without enlargement, the size of the central part of the glacier is 19.5 ha, and the area of its upper snowfield below the summit of Mount Triglav, which is not considered part of the glacier, is 2.7 ha. If the glacier is enlarged based on the contour line, the total area of the central section is 22 ha (Table 3 , Figure 16 ), but we presumed that part of the glacier also lies under the extended lower boundary. In 1897 the glacier was also much thicker, reaching almost to the summit of Glava. Only five years before that, the Western Canin glacier covered 28 ha. a b . This is the same period as the image of the Canin glaciers (Figure 8 ). The area surrounding the Triglav glacier was still heavily snow-covered and therefore it can be concluded that the glacier's photo was not taken at the end of the melting season like the photo of the Canin glaciers published in the same book (Kugy, 1934) . However, the central section around Glava is already uncovered, showing clearly visible transverse crevasses. Hence it can be assumed that the photo was taken some time during the first half of August. The size of the glacier's central section on Figure 15b measures 23.8 ha, and the size of the upper snowfield below the summit of Mount Triglav is 2.7 ha. The largest snowfield in the left part of the photo in Figure 15b , which probably cannot be regarded as part of the glacier, covers 2.6 ha. This snowfield was already there in 1897 because it can be partly seen in Figure 15a . As in the 1897 photo, the lower section of the glacier below Glava is hidden behind the rocks at the front and therefore we enlarged the glacier according to the contour lines of its lower boundary. The size of the glacier below Glava and its spatial position can partly be concluded from Figure 4b (Kugy, 1969) . By taking into account these facts, the size of the glacier central section increases to 27.6 ha (Table 3, Figure 16 ), which means that it was larger than Western Canin glacier.
One of the smallest size of the Triglav glacier during the 1950s was recorded in 1954; the greatest retreat is evident in the part to the right of Glava (marked with a dashed line in Figure 17a ; Šifrer, 1963) . Unfortunately, the main part of the glacier in 1954 is not marked in full in this photo. In order to compare it to the size of the Western Canin glacier in 1957, we also processed the photo presented in Figure 17b (Šifrer, 1963) , showing the Triglav glacier in late September 1956. Both photos ( Figure 17) were taken from Mount Begunjski vrh. The distortions were not taken into account in interactive orientation of the 1956 photo. On the contrary, the distortions were accounted for when using the 1958 photo in order to correctly align the details on the left edge of the photo. Despite the rocks extending out of the right side of the glacier, the 1956 glacier can still be treated as a single glacier covering a total of 14.4 ha (Figure 17b ). The central section of the snowfield below the peak of Mount Triglav covers 1.3 ha, and the small section on its right covers only 0.06 ha ( Table 3 ). The snowfield below the Mount Triglav peak is not considered as part of the glacier. a b (Šifrer, 1963) .
At the end of September 1958 the glacier was the smallest in size. A central section covering 12 ha can be distinguished from the glacial remnants to the right side of the Glava, of which the largest covers 1.1 ha and the smallest 0.6 ha. When all three sections are summed, the total glacier area amounts to 13.7 ha ( Table 3 ). The snowfield below Mount Triglav peak is also divided into two remnants covering In late September 1962, the sections of the Triglav glacier to the right side of the Mount Glava were again connected into a single glacier covering 21.5 ha. The snowfield below Mount Triglav peak covered 2.7 ha. The sizes of the Triglav glacier in the 1970s provided in Table 3 are measured from panoramic Horizont camera images using the same method (Triglav Čekada & Gabrovec, 2013) . In the 1970s, Triglav glacier was covered by deep snow, therefore it is larger in size than in the previous period. It should be noted that the snowfield below Mount Triglav peak can also be seen on the Horizont photos, but was not measured. (Table 2 ) also grew larger in this period compared to the size in the 1950s. In the mid-1970s, the Western Canin glacier covered 10.5 ha and in 1976 the Triglav glacier covered 18 ha.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents the application of archive images to determine changes in the sizes of glaciers. Non-metric images of the Eastern and Western Canin glaciers and the Triglav glacier, taken from 1893 onwards, were processed using an interactive orientation method. This method employs a detailed digital terrain model to determine the best fit between the DTM superimposition and the image. In the process also radial distortion had to be removed several times, due to the details intended for extraction lying on the edges of the images, where the greatest distortion can occur. However, because mainly it was unknown whether the images show the entire photo or only part of it, radial distortion is taken into account in the digital terrain model superimposition (projection) and not for the resampling of the image. This makes it possible to orient and measure the glacier boundaries in a global coordinate system and consequently compare the glacier sizes over a period of more than a century.
In the studied period the Canin and Triglav glaciers behaved in a similar manner and also had similar sizes. At the end of the nineteenth century, the Western Canin glacier covered 28 ha, the Eastern Canin glacier 13 ha, and the Triglav glacier 22 ha. By the mid-twentieth century, the glaciers had already broken up into several parts. The Western Canin glacier covered 7.6 ha in 1957 and the Triglav glacier covered 13.7 ha in 1958. This was followed by a period of growth. The Western Canin glacier covered 10.1 ha in the 1970s, and Triglav glacier covered 18 ha in 1976. The 1980s saw an accelerated glacier retreat. In 2000, the eastern (largest) part of the Western Canin glacier and the Triglav glacier measured 5 ha and 1.1 ha respectively. The end of the 2010s saw several winters with abundant snow that protected the glaciers. Accordingly, the 2011 aerial laser scanning of the Canin glaciers revealed its larger size as a decade earlier. The 2012 aerial laser scanning of the Triglav glacier was conducted after a winter without abundant snow cover and, accordingly, the smallest size was recorded; its central section covered 0.8 ha. The values presented correspond to the global trend of glacier retreat (Triglav Čekada et al., 2012) . This study showed that older mountaineering literature, in this case books of Julius Kugy, represent an important source of data for the glacier size reconstruction. Old measurements such as Marinelli's 1908 map of the Canin glaciers produced on the basis of terrestrial photogrammetry are also of great help. This map served as an important reference in identifying the sections of the Canin glaciers that were hidden in the photos. This paper focuses on measuring the glacier area from archive images, whereas further studies may also help to determine the changes in the glaciers' thickness.
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UVOD
Majhni alpski ledeniki so dragocena naravna dediščina. Pomembni so tudi za preučevanje podnebnih sprememb (npr. Nadbath, 1999; Pavšek, 2007; Erhartič in Polajnar Horvat, 2010) . Metode za spremljanje njihovih sprememb so se razvijale od začetnih meritev z merskim trakom do poznejših geodetskih metod izmere (Triglav Čekada in sod., 2012). V zadnjih nekaj desetletjih so se za spremljanje ledenikov uveljavile različne metode daljinskega zaznavanja: od fotogrametričnih in satelitskih snemanj do laserskega skeniranja (Gabrovec in sod., 2013). Tuma (2000, 17) Slovenije, 1969 . 3 Tuma (2000 (Serandrei Barbero in sod., 1989; Serandrei Barbero, 2001 ).
Ledenike med Kaninom in Prestreljenikom uvrščamo med ledenike, in ne med snežišča, zaradi nekaterih značilnosti, ki so jih imeli v preteklosti. Tako na primer ledeniške razpoke Prestreljeniškega ledenika, ki so vidne na izseku aeroposnetka posebnega fotogrametričnega snemanja Slovenije iz leta 1976 (slika 2), dokazujejo, da se je ledenik v tistem obdobju še premikal. Ker je bil Prestreljeniški ledenik vseskozi manjši od obeh pod Kaninom, lahko na podlagi tega sklepamo, da sta se v tistem obdobju premikala tudi njegova večja soseda. Omembe Kaninskih ledenikov najdemo v starejši slovenski geografski literaturi, saj so le streljaj od slovensko-italijanske meje. Melik (1954, 304) …« Melik (1954) pri teh navedbah citira italijanska dela iz dvajsetih let 20. stoletja, na primer Densia (1927) . Zanimivo je, da površine niso veliko večje od tistih, ki jih omenjajo Serandrei Barbera in sod. (1989) za leto 1985 (preglednica 1).
V avstrijski strokovni literaturi Kaninska ledenika, Montažev ledenik in Triglavski ledenik obravnava Tintor (1993) . Za velikost Kaninskih ledenikov leta 1908 citira Marinellija (1909 , ki za Zahodni Kaninski ledenik navaja površino 30 ha, za Vzhodni Kaninski ledenik pa 13 ha. Površino za leto 1950 je Tintor (1993) določil na podlagi italijanskih topografskih zemljevidov (Carta d'Italia 1 : 25.000), in sicer 21,2 ha za Zahodni in 10,6 ha za Vzhodni ledenik. Za površini v začetku 60. let 20. stoletja Tintor (1993) citira Messerlija (1967, 178) , po katerem je Zahodni Kaninski ledenik meril le še 9,0 ha, Vzhodni pa 9,5 ha.
Kaninski ledenik je omenjen tudi v starejših izdajah Planinskega vestnika: leta 1954 je tako omenjena njegova razpokanost (Prešern, 1954, 243) , leto pozneje pa njegova »prostranost« (Lipovšek, 1955, 102 (Kugy, 1968, 200-201) .
IZMERE KANINSKIH LEDENIKOV
Prve meritve Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika segajo v leto 1880; izvedel jih je Giacomo Savorgnano di Brazzà s pomočjo lokalnega vodnika Antonia Siega. Meritve niso bile vsakoletne, temveč občasne. Prva serija vsakoletnih meritev umikanja čela Zahodnega in Vzhodnega Kaninskega ledenika na podlagi kontrolnih točk z merskim trakom je potekala med letoma 1893 in 1909; izvajala sta jih Giovanni in Olinto Marinelli (Marinelli, 1909; Serandrei Barbero, 2001 ). Geograf Olinto Marinelli je že leta 1908 izvedel terestrično fotogrametrično izmero Zahodnega in Vzhodnega Kaninskega ledenika ter Vršiškega ledenika, s katero je poskusil določiti višino snežne meje ter oceniti debelino in starost ledenikov. Marinelli je terestrično fotogrametrično izmero izvedel s fototeodolitom Finsterwalder (Marinelli, 1909) , pri katerem se uporabljajo steklene plošče velikosti 12 cm × 16 cm. To je bil predhodnik bolj pogostih instrumentov TAF (nem. Terrestrische Ausrüstung Finstewalder) -lahkih terestričnih fototeodolitov. Približno desetletje zatem so jih začeli izdelovati v podjetju Carl Zeiss iz Jene (Nemčija), uporabljali so jih za preučevanje ledenikov in visokogorsko kartografijo, za kar so skrbele kartografske sekcije planinskih društev (Brunner in Welsch, 2002; Kaufmann, 2012) . Marinellijev fotogrametrično izdelan načrt ledenika iz septembra 1908, ki je bil originalno izdelan v merilu 1 : 25.000, smo uporabili tudi v naši raziskavi (slika 5). Kot zanimivost omenimo, da se je Marinelli že leta 1909 spraševal, ali bodo ledeniki kmalu popolnoma izginili, saj so se v njegovem 15-letnem obdobju meritev hitro zmanjševali (Marinelli, 1909) . za zadovoljivo točnost meritev), kjer ležijo Kaninski ledeniki, so georadarske meritve umestili v prostor s klasičnimi tahimetričnimi meritvami, ki so jih izvedli z navezovalnih točk. Georadarske meritve in aerolasersko skeniranje so uporabili tudi za določitev debeline in volumna ledenika. S kopanjem snež-nih profilov so določili še gostoto ledu na ledeniku; tovrstni podatki omogočajo izračun masne bilance ledenikov (Forte in sod., 2013).
OBDELAVA ARHIVSKIH POSNETKOV
Interaktivna metoda orientacije
Obod Kaninskih in Triglavskega ledenika smo iz arhivskih posnetkov izmerili z interaktivno metodo absolutne orientacije posnetka na podlagi DMR-ja. To je enoslikovna metoda izmere, ki omogoča zajem 3D-podatkov že na podlagi enega posnetka. Temelji na iskanju najbolj ujemajoče projekcije točk DMR-ja na prikazano vsebino na posnetku, pri čemer z vizualnim iskanjem najboljšega ujemanja iščemo parametre zunanje orientacije posnetka (tri koordinate projekcijskega centra fotoaparata, tri kote zasukov in merilo projiciranega modela). Metoda je interaktivna in temelji na operaterjevem dobrem poznavanju podrobnosti na posnetku ter ujemanju posnetka s projekcijo točk DMR-ja. Pri analizi arhivskih posnetkov ledenikov predpostavimo, da se površje pod ledenikom v obdobju med nastankom posnetka ter časom snemanja osnovnih podatkov za izdelavo DMR-ja ni bistveno spremenilo. Torej lahko rob ledenika iz preteklosti prikažemo na sedanjem DMR-ju (Triglav Čekada in sod., 2011). Tako lahko določamo obseg ledenikov tudi na podlagi zelo starih posnetkov. Predpostavka za Kaninske in Triglavski ledenik drži, saj v zadnjih 120 letih večje geomorfološke spremembe (na primer podori) na njihovih ožjih območjih niso bile opažene, manjše premike pa lahko zanemarimo.
Postopek interaktivne orientacije temelji tudi na predpostavki, da je posnetek v centralni projekciji in so na njem odstranjene napake (predvsem distorzija). Pri zelo starih posnetkih, recimo sto ali več let, ki so bili najdeni kot izseki iz originalnih fotografij, pa podatka o napakah posnetka žal nimamo. Stari posnetki ledenikov imajo še dodatno slabost, saj prikazujejo visokogorje, kjer ni antropogenih ravnih linij (cest, poti), na podlagi katerih bi lahko ocenili napake posnetka. a b
Slika 3: Rezultati interaktivne orientacije Kaninskega ledenika na desnem delu fotografije iz leta 1893 (fotograf: Arturo Ferucci (Marinelli, 1910) ). Projekcija DMR-ja je glede na oddaljenost od stojišča obarvana od bele proti črni. Projekcija DMR-ja: a) z radialno distorzijo, b) z odstranjeno radialno distorzijo.
Težavam smo se poskusili izogniti tako, da smo pri starih posnetkih, na podlagi znanega približnega stojišča fotoaparata (na približno 500 metrov), poskusili poiskati najboljše ujemanje med posnetkom in projekcijo DMR-ja (slika 3a). Ker to večinoma ni zadostovalo, predvsem pri preučevanju vsebin na robovih posnetkov, kjer na splošno lahko pričakujemo največje napake, smo pri projekciji DMR-ja na 
Podatki aerolaserskega skeniranja Kanina in Triglava
Uspešnost interaktivne metode orientacije je zelo odvisna od ločljivosti uporabljenega DMR-ja. V raziskavi smo za vse tri ledenike uporabili DMR z velikostjo celice 1 m × 1 m, izdelan na podlagi podatkov aerolaserskega skeniranja. Kaninski aerolaserski podatki prikazujejo samo območje Vzhodnega in Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika ter so zapisani v italijanskem koordinatnem sistemu Gauss-Boaga; snemanje je bilo izvedeno konec talilne dobe 2011. Predhodno zimo je bilo obilo padavin, zato podatki ne ponazarjajo najmanjšega stanja ledenikov. Podatki Triglavskega ledenika so zapisani v slovenskem Gauss-Krügerjevem koordinatnem sistemu (D48).
Aerolasersko skeniranje je bilo izvedeno 18. septembra 2012, in sicer z valovno dolžino 1550 nm. Povprečna gostota laserskih točk je bila 8 točk/m 2 . Snemanje je bilo sicer izvedeno konec talilne dobe in po zelo slabi predhodni zimi, zato rezultati kažejo skoraj najmanjše stanje ledenika, saj je le nekaj dni pred snemanjem zapadel prvi jesenski sneg.
REZULTATI
K primerjavi Kaninskih ledenikov in Triglavskega ledenika sta nas spodbudili fotografiji (slika 4), objavljeni v slovenski izdaji Kugyjeve (1968) knjige Iz življenja gornika. Žal posnetka nimata letnice, zato ne vemo, kdaj natančno sta bila posneta ter ali prikazujeta ledenike konec talilne dobe. Tako slika 4a prikazuje združena Kaninska ledenika, pri čemer Zahodni Kaninski ledenik skupaj s snežišči meri 31,2 ha in Vzhodni 11,5 ha, slika 4b pa Triglavski ledenik, ki meri 23 ha, snežišče pod vrhom Triglava pa 2,3 ha. Sledila je obdelava najstarejše fotografije Kaninskih ledenikov (slika 6 zgoraj), ki jo je njen avtor Arturo Ferucci posnel z vrha Bele Peči 30. julija 1893. Posnetek sicer prikazuje tudi Vršiški ledenik, a ker ga DMR iz leta 2011 ne pokriva, njegovega obsega nismo ugotavljali. Skoraj z istega stojišča so bili Kaninski ledeniki spet posneti 8. septembra 2011, kar omogoča neposredno primerjavo (slika 6 spodaj). V 118 letih je opaziti občutno zmanjšanje in stanjšanje vseh treh ledenikov. Leta 1893 je bil na primer zgornji rob Vzhodnega Kaninskega ledenika od 35 do 58 metrov višje ob strmem pobočju Srednjega Vršiča kot leta 2011. Nekdanji zgornji rob ledenika lepo vidimo na sliki 6 spodaj kot ločnico med temnejšo in svetlejšo skalo.
Pri interaktivni orientaciji obeh posnetkov smo v obeh primerih upoštevali še radialno distorzijo (slika 3). Ta najbolj vpliva na zahodni del Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika, če je namreč na primeru iz leta 1893 ne upoštevamo, dobimo rezultat, v skladu s katerim je zahodni del Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika manjši za 2 ha. Pri določitvi celotnega obsega ledenika v letih 1893 in 2011 je težava tudi v tem, da sta največji del Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika ter vzhodni del Vzhodnega Kaninskega ledenika skrita za grebenom Srednjega Vršiča. Celoten obseg Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika leta 1893 lahko določimo ob predpostavki, da je njegov zgornji rob na približno isti nadmorski višini oziroma je razlika med nadmorsko višino zgornjega robu ledenika med letoma 1893 in 1908 približno enaka na celotnem zgornjem robu ledenikov. Leta 1893 je bil zgornji rob najmanj 20 metrov višje kot leta 1908 na Marinellijevem načrtu (slika 7). V tem primeru ne naredimo prevelike napake, če del ledenikov, ki nista vidna na fotografiji iz leta 1893, aproksimiramo z robom ledenika leta 1908. Tako dobimo najverjetnejšo površino ledenikov za leto 1893 (preglednica 2). Površine, ki bi jih določili brez te predpostavke, bi bile na Zahodnem ledeniku manjše za 4,5 ha, na Vzhodnem Kaninskem ledeniku pa za 6,5 ha.
Slika 7: Kaninska ledenika leta 1893 in 1908, predstavljena na senčenem reliefu iz leta 2011. Temno siva površina predstavlja površino ledenika, zajeto neposredno s posnetka iz 1893., svetlo siva pa povečano površino glede na opisane predpostavke. Debela črna črta pomeni rob ledenika, tanjše črne črte pa plastnice z ekvidistanco 20 metrov z Marinellijevega načrta iz leta 1908 (slika 5). Šrafirano območje predstavlja ostanke ledenikov, izmerjene na podlagi slike 6 spodaj, posnete leta 2011.
Na sliki 7 lahko tudi neposredno primerjamo površine iz let 1893 in 2011. Od Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika so 8. septembra 2011 ostale le ločene zaplate. S posnetka (slika 6 spodaj) žal ne moremo videti največjega vzhodnega dela Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika. Ledeniški ostanki, ki so vidni, merijo skupaj 1,3 ha. Tudi pri Vzhodnem Kaninskem ledeniku je najbolj vzhodni del ledenika skrit, tako slika 6 spodaj tudi pri tem ne omogoča zajema celotnega ledenika; vidna ledena površina meri 1,2 ha (preglednica 2). (Di Colbertaldo, 1959) je pomenila svojevrsten izziv. Na sliki vidimo zelo majhen del severnega ostenja Kanina, kjer se za natančno orientacijo posnetka lahko opremo na le malo reliefnih oblik (grabne, jarke, kamine). Slika je bila posneta izpred Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika. Končni rezultat interaktivne orientacije se opira na prikaz šestih žlebov v ostenju Kanina in splošni videz ledeniških grbin v ospredju slike (slika 10). Po zagotovitvi razmeroma dobrega ujemanja, smo za boljše ujemanje DMR-ja s posnetkom uvedli tudi popravke zaradi radialne distorzije. Zaradi slabe orientacije sta robova največjega dela Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika iz let 1957 in 1970 (slika 11) premaknjena v smeri vzhod-zahod za od 20 do 40 metrov. Žal slika 10 ne prikazuje celotnega Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika, saj manjkata njegov najbolj vzhodni in spodnji del. Pri ugotavljanju površine smo morali biti pozorni na dve barvi snega: bel sneg prikazuje odkrit ledenik, temen sneg, ki ga lepo vidimo v ospredju slike, pa sneg zadnje zime (srenjec). Temnejši sneg zadnje zime povezuje tudi dve beli zaplati (označeni s številko 4 na sliki 10). Ker je leto 1957 približno na sredini med letoma 1908 in 2011, za kateri imamo najbolj zanesljive podatke o celotnem obsegu ledenika, žal ledenika ne moremo povečati z aproksimacijo. Skupno na sliki 11 vidimo 7,6 ha, največji ostanek Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika, označen s številko 1 na sliki 10, obsega 5,0 ha (preglednica 2). Del, označen z 2 na sliki 10, meri 1,4 ha, ostali oštevilčeni deli pa merijo približno 0,5 ha. Dela 2 in 3 sta deloma skrita za grbino, zato sta morala biti v resnici večja. Sklenemo lahko, da Di Colbertaldov posnetek prikazuje minimalen obseg ledenika v petdesetih letih prejšnjega stoletja. To se ujema s trditvijo Messerlija (1967) , da sta v začetku 1960. let Vzhodni in Zahodni Kaninski ledenik merila vsak po približno 9,0 ha. Posnetka na sliki 12 prikazujeta Kaninske ledenike v 1970 Kaninske ledenike v . letih (verjetno leta 1976 . Predpostavljamo, da sta bili posneti približno istočasno. Zgornja slika omogoča zajem celotne površine Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika, spodnja pa dopolnitve Vzhodnega, ki je na zgornji sliki večinoma skrit za grbino. Žal tudi spodnji posnetek ne prikazuje celotnega Vzhodnega Kaninskega ledenika, saj je deloma skrit za delom Srednjega Vršiča. Naleteli smo na isto težavo kot pri posnetku, narejenem pred letom 1934 (slika 8), zaradi česar je bilo treba izvesti aproksimacijo Vzhodnega Kaninskega ledenika; zgornji robovi ledenikov so skriti v senci, zato je njihova interpretacija slabša, a ne tako zahtevna kot pri sliki 8.
Na sliki 11 sta prikazana le osrednja in največja dela ledenikov, posameznih manjših snežišč, ki jih na zgornji sliki 12 vidimo pod Vrhom Krnice/Picco di Carnizza, pa nismo izrisali, saj so večinoma manjša od 0,4 ha. Površina, določena na tej podlagi, je 5,1 ha ha za Vzhodni in 10,1 ha za Zahodni Kaninski ledenik. Celotno površino Vzhodnega Kaninskega ledenika dobimo z aproksimacijo spodnjega robu ledenika po plastnici. Tako lahko osnovni površini dodamo srednje sivo površino, na sliki 11 označeno z 1970+, ki meri 0,4 ha. Če smo še bolj optimistični in izrišemo spodnji rob po plastnici, do katere sega najnižji spodnji rob ledenika (na zgornji sliki 11 označeni z 1970++), povečamo ledenik še za 0,9 ha. Obe aproksimaciji dodata skupno 1,3 ha površine k Vzhodnemu ledeniku. V preglednici 2 je zapisana površina po prvi aproksimaciji (5,5 ha), na sliki 11 označena z 1970+.
Velikost ledenikov za leti 2000 in 2011 smo določili na podlagi posnetkov cikličnega aerofotografiraja Slovenije (CAS) Geodetske uprave Republike Slovenije (GURS, 2013) . Iz posnetkov CAS so narejene navedena skupna velikost Vzhodnega Kaninskega ledenika 2,7 ha. Vzhodni del Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika (na sliki 14 označen z 2) meri 2,4 ha, njegov največji sosed (na sliki 14 označen z 1) pa 2,5 ha. Če prištejemo še pet manjših delov, kjer posamezen ne meri več kot 0,3 ha, je skupna velikost Zahodnega Kaninskega ledenika 5,9 ha. a b (Kugy, 1934) ).
Isto metodo obdelave posnetkov smo uporabili za Triglavski ledenik. Primerjava med Kaninskimi in Triglavskim ledenikom je smiselna, ker so uporabljeni posnetki iz približno istih obdobij. Najstarejša izmera temelji na barvni razglednici iz leta 1897 (slika 15a), ki smo jo poobjavili že v Triglav Čekada in Gabrovec (2008, 509) . Triglavski ledenik je bil posnet približno iz smeri Begunjskega vrha. Žal je njegov spodnji del pod Glavo skrit za grbinami v ospredju slike, zato celotne površine ne moremo neposredno izmeriti. Lahko pa, podobno kot pri Kaninskih ledenikih, njegovo površino povečamo po plastnici spodnjega roba, vidnega v spodnjem desnem delu posnetka (slika 16). Brez povečanja je velikost osrednjega dela ledenika 19,5 ha, zgornje snežišče pod vrhom Triglava, ki ga ne štejemo več k ledeniku, meri 2,7 
